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 The program itself is supported by plenty of helpful hints and ideas, as Brenda covers all you
need to really get your child at night diaper stage and help them to accomplish a big step
towards independence.This book is crucial for anybody looking to toilet train someone with
developmental disorders.Bursting with concepts on how to see past regular strategies and adapt
toilet training to fit your child, this publication outlines methods that have helped even probably
the most despairing of parents and caregivers. Types of success stories range between two-year-
olds to adults aged 20, and present that regardless of how hard it may seem, just a little
imagination and adaptation will get anyone toilet educated, however many previous efforts
possess failed.Potty training a child with developmental disorders can be a genuine challenge,
and sometimes the extra difficulties make you feel as though you've attempted everything, and
failed. In this book, Brenda Batts shows how you can overcome problems, big and little, and
provides tried and tested methods that basically work, tailored to every individual child.
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Practical Great ideas for all children. Our boy is currently potty trained!Thank you Brenda Batts
for this book so many grateful mum's. We've prepared the toilet based on the directions (in fact
many or even most of the methods described in the publication are preparations that needs to be
complete before the training start) and started working out. This book really helps. It relievrd a
few of my apprehensions. I'd never have believed it if I had not noticed it for myself and also work
for other friends. helpful it was very difficult to try and potty train my son. i only took bits and
peices from the book that i sensed would benefit him, within a week he was heading on the potty
like he has never had any complications at all. very happy with his success. Great for children
with Autism and additional special needs I love this book, I utilized it for my 4 year older ASD boy
never thought it would work but hopeful. Help Is At Your Fingertips I. Was not aware of pottey
schooling an autistic child was such a universal problem. Some things we hadn't thought about
that were helpful I purchased it for my girl to help with potty teaching my grandson. Five Stars
Thankful because of this book! After attempting all other things I was prepared to give this a go
and it was great. Follow it step by step and it certainly works, in fact I have given the publication
to 3 other mums with kids with various developmental delays and age groups they never thought
they would be trained and out of nappies but all were trained within the week, wee's and poo's
and night time training. Potty trained in progress Very useful to my child. She said there were
several helpful points in it. Understand this book!!! One Star Despite having help from Ms. Batts
personally, this didn't work for our child. After many unsuccessful attempts to potty train our 3,5
yrs . old girl with ASD I found this book and decided to test it out for. It worked for my 3,5 yrs . old
daughter with ASD! My grandson is certainly autistic but still processing the idea of the potty.
After that we'd better and worse weeks but we kept seeing the progress and after around 2
months the training was full: we didn't have to stick to the directions (make use of
decorations/motivators/prizes etc. Initial successes arrived in the first week that was very
motivating for us (both parents and daughter).) anymore. The book is short and easy to read, the
proposed plan is quite basic and easy to follow. I know that what worked for one child might not
work for the various other but I think the Ready Set Potty will probably be worth to try.
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